Second A-dec Surgery installed for Bridge2Aid.

A-dec are long time friends of Bridge2Aid, having supported the dental charity over the past 5 years with equipment, funding and fundraising, as well as promoting their work on the A-dec stand at Dental Showcase. In November 2008, this support went one step further when two A-dec engineers; Dave Robinson and Brian Anderson were flown to Mwanza to install a new A-dec Performer package in surgery 2. This is the second surgery A-dec have donated and installed and complements the A-dec Radius package in surgery 1 installed in 2006.

A-dec are proud supporters of Bridge2Aid and hope this new surgery will provide much needed dental support and care for the people of North West Tanzania.

For more information about the great work of Bridge2Aid or to make a donation visit the website: www.bridge2aid.org or telephone the UK Office: +44 (0) 114 252 6090

Aseptico Operators stool

The Velopex team are delighted to launch the A-dec dental stool – from Aseptico. The stool complements both the Adult portable dental chair (gray) and the Childrens portable dental chair (red).

Mark Chapman, Director of Sales and Marketing commented: “We’re very excited about the way that our Aseptico range has taken off and this addition is superb.”

Special offer plus a free gift with Diamond Capsules.

A Diamond Rapid set GIC caps are proving to be very popular with dentists because they save time, without the need to hand mix!

Before the end of March; buy one Diamond Capsule value pack (60 capsules) for £72.00 saving £18.00 on the normal selling price of £90.00.

Orange 2 bulk packs for £144.00 plus a free box of PractiSafe wipes.

Diamond Capsules have a fast working time of 155 seconds with a waterproof snap set, making them ideal for a busy practice. This chemical snap set which has immediate resistance to saliva ensures a longer lasting strength and durability.

For information on all kems products call Helen or Jackie at Kemdent on 01793 77 41 00, or visit our website. www.kemdent.co.uk.

Easycap™

From Vita, the world leading manufacturer of Restorative Dentistry College and Professor Robbie McConnell, from the Department of Restorative Dentistry College at Cork University Dental School.

For information on the 2010 DENTSPLY/BDA Student Clinician Programme, please contact DENTSPLY on +44-(0)800-072-5515 www.dentplyco.uk

Swallow Dental Supplies Ltd: Dentistry Show: Stand G15

Come and visit us for special offers on our product range including: The outstanding range of PDT Periodontal Sealing Instruments – PDT’s ultra-sharp instruments hold there edge for long! With the O’Hare range you can experience a 3100 bi lateral cutting edge that effectively poses limits with deposits with any hand motion.

We are also proud to exhibit the innovative highly regarded Stoma Surgical Instruments and Ano-tyx Handpieces – products with an unrivalled reputation for quality.

We will be exhibiting the for- tough range of Bone Augmenta- tion materials and membranes. Come and talk to us about for- tos VITAL – a totally synthetic bone graft material which re- quires no membrane and ask yourself “Why am I still using a membrane?”

Also on this year’s stand is Savodont Sensitive Teeth Treat- ment – the revolutionary treat- ment that works IMMEDI- ATELY, just one 10 minute treat- ment lasts up to one month. All this and more at stand G15!

Contact Details: Vicki Nunns Swallow Dental Supplies Ltd Unit 5, Ryefield Court, Ryefield Way, Sibden, West Yorkshire, BD20 0DL Tel: 01535 656512 Fax: 01535 656457 Email: sales@swallowdental.co.uk Web: www.swallowdental.co.uk

Lighting the way with Dental Sky!

The B&D cordless Easylight LED from Dental Sky does exactly what is says on the tin! This powerful LED light allows for fast, reliable curing after a soft power-up. The powerful LED light allows for fast, reliable curing after a soft power-up. The lightweight handpiece has wide; flat buttons that are clearly set out, and once you are used to the handpiece you needn’t take your eyes off the job in hand. The LED from Dental Sky does exactly what is says on the tin!

Achieve Results With Artio™

Artio™ has arrived at DENTSPLY. The new range of instruments has been developed to accommodate the clinician with its ergonomically designed handle with exceptional grip.

The super-lightweight instruments have tips made from Ash CryoSteel, a cryogenically treated metal that is highly resistant to wear, for extra dura- bility.

Mr. Bill Sharpling of Kings College London Dental Institute has sampled the new Artio range and was impressed with the results. He said, “After trying the Artio instruments I found them to be very easy to work with. They are lightweight and comfortable to use with a superior level of grip due to the nature of the handle design. In practice the other advantages were that the colour and style made it quicker and easier to identify when sorting, cleaning and repackage as part of the decontamination and infection control process.”

50th from the sale of all Artio instru- ments will be donated to the Mouth Cancer Foundation. Visit www.mouthcancerfoun- dation.org for more information.

For more information about the DENTSPLY range of super- sive dental products, call Freepeat 0800 072 5315.

No more worries about lighting conditions or costly remakes! Panadent 01689 88 17 88 or visit www.panadent.net
Dentomycin: the first choice adjunctive treatment for chronic adult periodontitis

Dentomycin is a proven effective adjunctive treatment that complements Scaling and Root Planing through all treatment stages of chronic adult periodontal disease including the first.

Dentomycin simply combats the broad range of bacteria associated with periodontal disease, reaching areas that maybe untreatable with instruments alone while reducing inflammation, improving patient comfort.

Dentomycin includes the active ingredient Minocycline, and when applied for 4 times, with 14 days between each application, is proven to reduce key pathogens. The pre-filled applicator allows direct application to the pocket base, and the combination of Dentomycin with scaling and root planing reduces pocket depths by up to 42% over a 12-week period.

Cost effective and easy to use, Dentomycin also offers improved patient satisfaction.

For more information please call John Jesshop of Blackwell Supplies on 020 7224 1457 or fax 020 7224 1494.

Back to basics with KAV

Visiting the dentist normally inspires enormous sympathy for the patient. Little thought is spared for the dentist or the considerable musculoskeletal demands placed on dental professionals during procedures. Incorrect sitting posture not only impairs your ability to work, it can also put your health at risk with symptoms including muscular tension, backache and headaches.

KaVo have engineered the amazing SENsit to perfectly match your individual anatomy and to suit the conditions in your laboratory and office. The synchronization mechanism connects the backrest and seat surface, relieving the body through dynamic sitting.

In the SENsit you will notice you are sitting comfortably, correctly, and that you have the greatest possible freedom of movement. The backrest, seat height and seat depth can easily be adjusted to suit any height, and the robust safety chassis guarantees great strength and long life.

Make an investment in your practice and your health with the stylish and innovative SENsit.

For further information, please contact KaVo on 01949 755 000, email: sales@kavo.com or visit www.kavo.com.

The BACD in Edinburgh!

2009 The Sixth Annual Meeting

The Annual Meeting of the British Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry is taking place from the 18th to the 21st of November 2009 at the Edinburgh International Conference Centre (EICC).

In its sixth year, The BACD will address The Future Of Dentistry with lectures and seminars on the latest advances in the 21st century including materials, CAD/CAM, LASKRs, touch screen, and other exciting dental innovations being frequently introduced into everyday dentistry. It has been designed to keep professionals at the forefront of high quality dental treatments.

BACD events are always great informative and membership benefit programs. This year, the renowned Accreditation programme and the Annual Audit that enables members to identify progressive trends and further develop their service to patients.

For more information contact Suzy Bowlands on 0207 612 4160 or email info@bacd.com, www.bacd.com.

Affordable Excellence With EyeMag Smart Loupes

EyeMag Smart Loupes from Nuview allow you to bring the expertise of world leader Carl Zeiss into your practice at an attractive price. This means that you can benefit from over 150 years of design excellence when carrying out a wide range of procedures.

The EyeMag Smart provides a cost effective solution to 2.5X magnification, enabling the quick and easy identification of structures, and because the loupe is so lightweight and compact, with a large field of view, you will never miss a thing. As well as featuring the optical precision associated with Carl Zeiss, the EyeMag Smart is also comfortable, applying the latest ergonomic theory to support ideal posture through out even the most demanding procedures.

Nuview is committed to providing a great service, and with prompt and reliable aftercare, you can enjoy peace of mind with your new equipment.

For more information call Nuview on 01455 795659 or email info@nuview-ltd.com, www.voroscopes.co.uk.

Oral Cancer Link Boosts Desire For Alcohol-Free Mouthwash

Alarm bells are ringing around the world after a study warned that mouthwashes containing alcohol were linked to an increased risk of developing oral cancer. Fortunately, products like Oralcens are available to enable dental professionals to continue to help patients achieve and maintain excellent oral health.

With the latest version of B4 from PracticeWorks, the leading supplier of Practice Management and Imaging solutions, you can cut reminder costs dramatically.

B4’s recently updated text messaging service lets dentists have replies to their texts, which automatically update the appointment book.

If a practice sends out 500 reminders a month by mail, this could cost practices £3,000 per year. By switching to a text messaging reminder service, practices can save over £2,500 – nothing more convenient for patients.

For more information please call PracticeWorks on 0800 169 9692 or visit www.practiceworks.co.uk.

Develop World Class Skills With The Diploma Course In Dental Implantology

Pero-Implant Europe Ltd’s renowned and comprehensive Diploma Course In Dental Implantology (April 24th 2009 – February 15th 2010) gives dental professionals a unique opportunity to learn from the world’s best.

The course provides everything General Dental Practitioners need to start confidently offering high quality implant treatment to patients. Modules are taught at state-of-the-art facilities in the UK, Sweden and France and the entire field of dental implantology, including Experimental and Clinical Considerations, Biomechanics, Anatomy, Digital Photographs, Periodontology and more. Delegates will also learn how to create a Cosmetic/Implant Referral Practice, master General Consent and Medico-Legal Aspects, and explore New Concepts.

Featuring hands-on workshops and the chance to conduct exercises on真人 cadavers, the course attracts delegates from around the world.

Bookings are made on a first come, first served basis and interested parties are advised to book early to avoid disappointment.

For more information please call 01276 469 600 or email info@implantsuccess.com.

The dramatic conclusions of the study, published in the Australian Dental Journal, reached many UK patients through January the 15th’s London Metro. The research called for alcohol-mouthwashes to be removed from shops and made available only on short-term prescription. It was noted that in some cases of oral cancer, use of alcohol-mouthwash was the only risk factor, and it is also believed that ethanol facilitates the cancer causing effect of nicotine and produces known human carcinogen acetaldehyde.

A range of alcohol-free toothpastes and gels are also available, so dentists can satisfy patient concerns without compromising on quality.

For more information call 01480 862080 or visit www.oraldent.co.uk.

Save With PracticeWorks

Reminders are vital. In a 9:00am-5:30pm working day, allowing for a lunch hour, a dentist can complete over 30 appointments at 15 minutes each. At £25 per appointment, this equates to £750 a day.

(If just 90% of appointments are missed, this can lose them £16,200 a year. As well as the cost of DNs, there is the cost of missed UDA’s to consider too.)

Alarm bells are ringing for a lunch hour, a dentist could cost practices £3,000 per year. By switching to a text messaging reminder service, practices can save over £2,500 – nothing more convenient for patients.

For more information please call PracticeWorks on 0800 169 9692 or visit www.practiceworks.co.uk.
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